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A business
like no other
Emerging stronger from a year like
no other.

Protect. Adapt. Accelerate. From the outset, we had a clear plan to guide us through the crisis, while
keeping the business on track towards our vision of the future.
The health and wellbeing of our people was, of course, the
first priority. There are 5,000 of us, working in 23 different
countries, and within just one week, everybody was
working safely at home. The technology and the principles
were already in place, but our culture and spirit ensured
that the switch to remote-working was a big success. I am
proud of the way we came together to support each other,
our clients, and our communities during 2020. If anything,
the pandemic brought us closer than ever.
Having taken steps to protect ourselves and secure our
business, we quickly adapted to the new reality: working
remotely, yet fully connected; digitally enabled, but always
people-centered. As a result, we were able to stay close
to our clients, operating seamlessly, and successfully
completed more than 1,500 projects in 49 countries.
So, although activity dipped when the crisis first hit, we
were less impacted than many others in our industry. We
recovered well to produce some very encouraging figures
in the last quarter, and a satisfying performance overall –
maintaining profitability, a secure financial position, and a
strong pipeline heading into the new year.
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There is no doubt that the crisis accelerated changes
that were already underway in the market. Digital
transformation is now mainstream, and we are in a
good place to capitalize on the opportunities. Moving
forward, our focus will be on executing our Strategy 2025.
Innovation, IP, assets and services are at the heart of it.
The sale of our RegTech business at the end of 2020, as
a mature, stand-alone company, is a perfect result of our
innovation cycle from first ideas to mature offerings. And in
2020 we further enhanced our capabilities in the areas of
strategic innovation and collaboration with the successful
integration of YouMeO and Steerio, two cutting-edge
agencies in France.
All of this was made possible by people – our biggest asset
of all. Thank you to everyone, for your trust, adaptability,
and commitment throughout the most demanding of
years. We can look forward to accelerating together in the
times ahead.
Kiumars Hamidian
Managing Partner
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Development
and business
performance
Accelerated change and strategic investment, in line with
our vision for the future.

All people shown inside of this report are employees of BearingPoint.
Without them, the presented achievements would not have been possible.
A big thank you to all our people!
6
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Business
strength in numbers.

Our headline figures from 2020 present a picture of expanding capability,
innovation, investment, and a business with the scale and ambition to be
leaders in the new reality.

€757m*

4,648

Total revenue

BearingPoint people

1,515

49

Projects delivered

Countries in which we delivered projects

17

181

New IP products

Partners

23

41

Countries with BearingPoint offices

BearingPoint offices

*Including revenue from Regulatory Technology business sold in December 2020 and revenue from member firms.
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Milestones
along our
journey
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New subsidiary in China
(Shanghai)

Integration of YouMeO
(Paris-based strategy
and innovation agency)
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1
20

Alliance with gA for
Latin America
Acquisition of RiValue
(German-based
risk management and
reporting specialist)
Alliance with ABeam
Consulting in Japan
Acquisition of a major stake in business
analytics software, HyperCube

Sale of our Regulatory
Technology business
unit to Nordic Capital
(further involvement
through a minority
stake, and as a preferred
consulting partner)

Acquisition of Trinity Horne
(UK-based consultancy specializing
in operational performance
improvements)

New subsidiary
in Luxembourg

Alliance with West Monroe
Partners in North America

Acquisition of Prederi
(UK-based consultancy
focused on public
services in the UK)

14

20
Management
buy-out and
transition into an
independent
European
partnership owned
and managed
by 120 Partners

Acquisition of Inpuls
(a leading data
specialist in Belgium)

13

20

Acquisition of LCP Consulting
(UK-based consultancy specializing
in customer-driven supply chain
management)

12

20

Integration of a consulting unit in
Italy (specializing in manufacturing)

11

20
0

1
20
09

20

10

Integration of Steerio
(Paris-based
engagement platform
that leverages smart
analytics to push
teamwork, feedback,
and decision-making
into the digital age)

1
20

New subsidiaries in the
USA (Chicago), Italy
(Milano), and the UAE
(Dubai and Abu Dhabi)
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0

2
20

New subsidiaries in Portugal (Lisbon),
Singapore and the Czech Republic
(Prague)

Acquisition of Magenta Advisory
(Finland-based consultancy
specializing in digital
management)
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Proactive
response
Strategically, on point.

Despite the global disruption, we emerged from 2020 in
good shape – adapting quickly, responding to changing
client needs, and performing well. We delivered more
than 1,500 projects in 49 countries for our clients. Our
overall revenue for the full year was €757 million*. We
maintained our profitability, and we entered 2021 with
a healthy cash position and a strong pipeline. The year
ended with a record-breaking December and bookings up
by 10% compared with the same quarter in 2019.

The pandemic accelerated change; and
we expanded our digital capabilities and
expertise, helping our clients to become
more agile, and develop new business
models and ways of working. We hired
more than 900 people, launched 17
new IP products and services, and added
over 350 ideas and assets to our ‘Hub of
Innovation’.
To support our growth objectives, we
made strategic moves by integrating
Steerio and YouMeO. Paris-based
Steerio is an engagement platform
(SaaS) that leverages smart analytics
to push teamwork, feedback, and
decision-making into the digital age.
Steerio expands our portfolio of team
and project management assets, and
enhances our offering around the
people dimension of business strategy.
Building on the strengths of YouMeO
as a specialist strategy and innovation
agency, we have created ‘YouMeO
by BearingPoint’, with a mission
of supporting large-scale strategic
innovation and transformation projects.

On the other side, the sale of our
Regulatory Technology (RegTech)
business unit to Nordic Capital represents
a milestone for our business. This was
the successful completion of a strategic
lifecycle involving progression from
initial concept, to high value business
service, and commercial fruition via
focused investment, IP and expertise.
We will continue to be involved through
a minority stake, and as a preferred
consulting partner. But more importantly,
the deal will enable accelerated growth
for the unit as a regulatory software
company.
In the face of the new reality, we
pivoted our go-to-market approach, and
successfully delivered 170 digital events.
We also enjoyed notable recognition
from analysts: named as a ‘leader’ by
IDC and ‘strong perfomer’ by Forrester.
All of this helped us to strengthen
relationships, make new connections,
and build awareness in the market.

*Including revenue from Regulatory Technology business sold in December 2020
and revenue from member firms.
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Client success
and market
recognition
Collaborating, innovating, and transforming: moving our
clients towards a new reality. And gaining industry and
analyst recognition for our capabilities.

14
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BMW France
gains 360-degree view of new, evolving or
rapidly changing customer preferences
and enhances sales efficiency.
BMW France, alongside a strategic BMW
Group project, wanted to enhance the
buying process for their customers and
better enable the dealerships to manage
their client portfolio. Following a close
collaboration with BearingPoint, BMW
France gained a tailored solution that
benefits them, the dealerships, and the
customers.
About the client
BMW France is the national sales
company responsible for importing BMW
luxury cars in the French automotive
market.
Business challenge
BMW France wanted to enrich their
customer journey by enabling a
360-degree view of the buyer at both the
BMW France and dealership levels. They
focused on enabling a fluid process, from
lead management to order and delivery
management.

Following a close collaboration
with BearingPoint, BMW France
gained a tailored solution that
benefits them, the dealerships,
and the customers.

16

BMW dealers also wanted a single-entry
to identify sales opportunities, to gain a
centralized view of the customer, and to
better manage sales and marketing key
performance indicators (KPIs).

BearingPoint’s contribution
BearingPoint worked closely with BMW
France and their dealerships in a proofof-concept to optimize sales processes,
and configure and implement a CRM
solution leveraging Salesforce and
Salesforce Analytics.
Using surveys and on-site workshops
combining BMW France and several
dealerships, BearingPoint was able to
help BMW France adapt their business
to meet their needs and provide better
support for their dealerships. In addition,
they implemented the Salesforce
Analytics Dashboard, and developed
integration with local BMW dealership
software. By doing this, it enabled both
BMW France and the participating
dealerships to better manage KPIs,
leverage financial incentives and
motivate salespeople.
Business outcomes
Currently this solution is being used by
almost 120 dealerships and more than
2500 BMW employees with benefits for
BMW France, dealerships, and the end
customer.

BMW France is continuing to gain full
visibility of all customer interactions,
regardless of their type. Information such
as test drives, configurations, and GDPR
consent is centralized in one place and is
linked directly to specific customers. This
has enabled them to effectively manage
dealership performance and extend
financial incentives to stimulate sales
teams.
BMW dealerships can now access all
customer profile information, from
lead management through to order
management, in a single place. As a
result, dealership sales managers can
better monitor sales performance and
customer interaction.
This translates into a more pleasurable
experience when buying a new car as
the customer’s main preferences and
interactions are available to both BMW
France and the dealership, and can
therefore be leveraged to enrich the
buying experience.
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Boehringer
Ingelheim
increases data accuracy by
leveraging RPA.

By leveraging a robotic process
automation solution (RPA), BearingPoint
helped Boehringer Ingelheim to increase
accuracy and minimize the risk of human
error in determining the medications’
storage requirements.
About the client
Boehringer Ingelheim is one of
the world’s largest pharmaceutical
companies, and the largest private one,
with net sales of €19 billion in 2019. It
is a research-driven company with the
main goal of improving the health and
quality of life of humans and animals.
Business challenges
Medications must comply with strict
regulations to safely enter the market
at the imposed quality standards. Each
drug, material or substance must be
stored in very specific conditions. This
requires consideration of temperature,
packaging, pH value, and potentially
hazardous substances before storage.
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Boehringer Ingelheim, a key player in
the pharmaceutical industry, aimed
to improve their material storage
verification process, which relied on
manual data input. With each new
variable that needed to be integrated
into the process, the effort to perform the
verification increased.
Realizing the potential of cutting-edge
technologies, Boehringer Ingelheim
decided to leverage RPA to automate
and standardize the material verification
process, and optimize their storage
management.
BearingPoint’s contribution
BearingPoint gathered data from each
manual step involved in the process by
using UiPath’s Task Capture® product.
A Process Definition Document was
created with a detailed As-Is and ToBe process description. BearingPoint
then transferred the current manual
methodology into a master file template
that could be adjusted easily whenever
a change occurred. The template also
provided integrated and consistent data
for a bot to read.
The development approach,
incorporating possible exceptions,
was detailed in the Solution Design

Document, which was used for
developing the bot. Finally, BearingPoint
replicated the data from the visual chart
workflow into a software-based one
using the UiPath Studio® platform.
Business outcomes
Boehringer Ingelheim now has a more
efficient material verification process,
with automated execution and the
lowest risk of human errors.
The bot instantly processes the specific
conditions for each material and issues
an email notification to assigned staff.
The material managers can run through
a vast amount of conditions in seconds.
The time-to-perform of approximately
2,000 conditions was reduced by 90%.
Any changes to conditions are easily
integrated into the master template
without affecting the bot’s logic. This
offers the material managers flexibility
and the opportunity to adapt quickly
to changes, while the data remains
accurate and consistent.
Boehringer Ingelheim’s decision-making
process is now even faster and more
precise, maintaining its pharmaceutical
products’ renowned high quality and
compliance.

“

[…] With BearingPoint’s
guidance, we were able to
significantly streamline our
manual decision-making
process within a fast track
project. […]

“

Pharmaceutical products must comply
with strict regulations before they can
enter the market. Part of this procedure
involves making sure that storage
conditions ensure maximum safety,
efficacy, and quality of medications.

Thomas Schmitz, Business
Process Excellence Manager,
Boehringer Ingelheim
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L’Equipe
optimizes newspaper sales by leveraging
the power of AI.
L’Equipe faced the challenge of
estimating the daily market need
for printed newspapers, dealing with
both excess production and shortages,
leading to missed sales and high costs.
BearingPoint leveraged an in-house AI
and machine-learning solution, Nitro, to
help L’Equipe forecast next-day demands
accurately, which improved efficiency and
reduced their carbon footprint.
About the client
L’Equipe is the French market leader in
sports press. It is famous for its extensive
coverage of football, rugby, motor sports,
and cycling. It is one of the country’s
largest paid print publications.

“

[…] With Nitro, we have
an autonomous vehicle
whose engine settings are
optimized automatically,
giving us more control. […]

“

Eric Matton, Editor &
Director of the print division Groupe Amaury
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Business challenge
In an age when the press is mostly
delivered in digital form, L’Equipe
engages its readers in both digital and
print: a strategy that contributes to their
long-standing success.
Although L’Equipe has a high, daily
paid circulation, anticipating the actual
demand for copies would seem to be
an insurmountable challenge. Accurate
sales forecasts of print editions are
impeded by the fluctuating nature of
sports events, as well as the influence of
generic factors like weather conditions.
Overestimating sales would result

in papers being left unsold, creating
a financial deficit; underestimating
demand would lead to a shortage of
copies and missed opportunities to make
additional sales. L’Equipe is currently
sold in approximately 25,000 vendor
locations throughout France, with each
retailer having allocated a specific
average sales volume, adding to the
difficulty of knowing the exact number of
papers that need to be printed.

Business outcomes

BearingPoint’s contribution

L’Equipe has successfully lowered the
rate of unsold units by more than 5%,
cutting the number of unnecessary
printed copies by approximately 2
million. L’Equipe distribution planners
are now able to easily adapt to different
scenarios, relating to the impact of
current events on sales. The user
interface allows them to make changes
at all scales, including individual units,
with no specific AI knowledge required.

L’Equipe joined forces with BearingPoint
to address the issue of sales forecasting.
The in-house data science and media
team leveraged BearingPoint’s own Nitro
AI-driven solution, which was developed
specifically for publishers.

Planning resources were reallocated to
higher value activities, such as analysis
of market dynamics and customer
behavior. Nitro’s ability to quickly
compute numerous KPIs was essential in
performing these activities effortlessly.

Nitro is a comprehensive set of managed
services that uses machine learning and
an AI approach to focus on print-media
supply chain forecasting. The in-house
team inputted vast amounts of historical
data, including units sold by period, units
delivered, holiday sales, and weather
variations. Nitro used this information,
as well as new data added every day,
to produce forecasting models that
predict the exact number of paper copies
needed by every retail location for the
following day.

Even in the unprecedented and volatile
context of the Covid-19 pandemic,
planners were able to reduce damage
to sales figures by using Nitro and
maintaining a high accuracy in
forecasting.
L’Equipe’s social responsibility has
grown, with Nitro playing a crucial role
in reducing the newspaper’s carbon
footprint.
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idealworks
From logistics innovation to a
corporate start-up.

About the client
The BMW Group is one of the largest
automotive manufacturers, with more
than 126,000 employees globally. Based
in Munich, the company sets trends in
production technology and sustainability
as an innovation leader with an
intelligent material mix, a technological
shift towards digitalization, and resourceefficient production.
Business challenge
Logistics can be a challenging part of
manufacturing, which leads to a high
impact on cost for modern production
networks. BMW decided to tackle
logistics using innovation. The company
has made significant efforts to create
a game-changing robotics solution to
automize logistic processes in its plants.
This solution enables autonomous
mobile robots to collaborate with factory
workers, warehouses, and production
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lines. With proven results and high
performance, the solution won both the
German Logistics Award and the AKJ
elogistics award in 2019.
The company soon learned that any
organization with internal logistics
is likely to be dealing with similar
challenges on some level that could
be addressed with the newly invented
technology. BMW had to better
understand the market fit and uncover
ways in which to monetize their logistics
innovation.
BearingPoint’s contribution
BearingPoint set up the optimal
approach to develop the corresponding
business model within the enterprise
context, focusing on ideation creation
as well as the identification of the value
proposition and sales strategy. They then
examined how this initiative could be
integrated within the existing corporate
structures.
The team researched the market and
competitors, and afterwards calculated
the potential revenue for an external
go-to market. This included a top-down
and bottom-up approach to thoroughly
check the estimated values. Working

closely with the BMW team, BearingPoint
created the business model for a new
platform and suggested launching a new
subsidiary focused entirely on bringing
the logistics solution to the market. To
take the first steps towards a running
enterprise, BearingPoint helped the
client with an initial business plan. This
covered revenue and cost estimations
on a high level for a presumed scenario.
BearingPoint also supported BMW’s
project team in clarifying all inquiries
regarding the go-to-market approach
and how to expand the new business
globally.
Business outcomes
BMW has gained a clear insight into the
massive market potential of autonomous
mobile robots and corresponding fleet
orchestration. The client has successfully
built the foundation to enter a new
market where its corporate spinoff can
play a leading role in highly collaborative
logistics environments such as
production plants.
Its wholly owned subsidiary, called
idealworks, is now actively pushing the
logistics innovation onto new markets
while growing steadily as a separate
entity.

“

[…] In a very short period,
we jointly created a vision
and evaluated strategic
options as cornerstones
before the business model
was finalized as the basis
for the decision. […]

“

The BMW Group developed an
innovative solution for their intra-logistics
that quickly started to show potential
for monetization. BearingPoint created
a business model that helped build
the foundation for taking the logistics
innovation to market.

Markus Bauer, COO idealworks
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Deutsche
Post DHL
uses artificial intelligence to further
improve the customer experience.
As the global leader in postal services
and logistics, Deutsche Post DHL’s
growing business increased the demand
for 24/7 omnichannel customer care. The
company was looking for a state-of-theart chatbot solution that would resolve
many of the requests.
About the client
Deutsche Post DHL Group is the world’s
leading logistics company. Under its
Deutsche Post and DHL brands, the
Group provides an international service
portfolio consisting of letter and parcel
dispatch, express delivery, freight
transport, supply chain management,
and e-commerce solutions. Deutsche
Post DHL Group employs approximately
550,000 people in over 220 countries
and territories worldwide.
Business challenge

Customer experience has
improved significantly through
offering 24/7 customer support
which is closely integrated with
all service channels.
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Deutsche Post DHL delivers 5.2 million
parcels and 55 million letters per day
within its Post & Paket division. To ensure
prompt responses 24/7 while allowing an
omnichannel customer experience, the

Photo copyright: Deutsche Post AG

customer service department decided to
deploy a chatbot solution called ‘Marie’.
Requests with low complexity should be
handled automatically (if required the
request could be handed over to a live
agent). The solution should be closely
integrated with all customer service
channels.
BearingPoint’s contribution
BearingPoint set up a mixed team with
technical, architectural, and business
expertise. Salesforce Service Cloud and
Einstein AI were chosen to develop a
chatbot that automatically resolves
customer requests coming through chat.
Using an agile approach, the project
team – consisting of BearingPoint, DHL
employees, and another Development
Service Provider – created a dialogue
structure covering the major issues
raised by customers. So that the chatbot
could understand the requests, they
built an intent recognition feature that
provides customers with correct answers
and improves the overall experience.

Simultaneously, a shipment analysis
feature was added to provide customers
with real-time data about package
status.
Support cases are automatically
parametered, and information made
easily accessible, facilitating a simpler
escalation process.
Business outcomes
The customer experience has improved
significantly through offering 24/7
customer support which is closely
integrated with all service channels.
Requests with low complexity are
handled automatically to resolve the
customer request quickly. Complex cases
reach the agents, with all necessary
customer data already collected
by ‘Marie’. This makes the process
of handling requests more efficient
for agents and ensures a seamless
experience for the customers.
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M6
Foundation
Rethinking labor in prison to improve
detainee rehabilitation and to minimize
recidivism.
BearingPoint joined forces with the
French Directorate of Penitentiary
Administration and the M6 Foundation
to establish three experimental prison
facilities. Their focus is on detainee
reintegration through offering qualitative
labor and training during detention.

new approaches to develop work and
vocational training inside jails. This
strategy would accompany the prisoner
in their preparation for release and
reduce the risk of delinquency relapse.

efficient collaboration between the hiring
companies, DPA, jail administration, and
detainees.

BearingPoint’s contribution

About the client

BearingPoint worked together with the
M6 Foundation, the French Ministry
of Justice, and the DPA to frame a
project for building new experimental
penitentiaries. Their goal was to
support prisoners’ reintegration through
employment after being released from
their custodial sentences.

Based on BearingPoint’s designed
project frame, the French DPA is currently
engaged in the construction of three
experimental prisons focusing on inmate
reintegration through professional
development and high-value job
opportunities.

Business challenge
French prisons often deal with a high
rate of recidivism frequently related
to inadequate rehabilitation paths.
High bureaucracy, logistical challenges,
and corporate image are limiting the
engagement with companies offering
employment in detention.
In an effort to make labor in prison an
instrument for detainees’ reintegration,
the Directorate of Penitentiary
Administration in France (DPA) and
the M6 Foundation engaged in finding

26

BearingPoint analyzed the challenges
currently faced by penitentiaries when
offering jobs to prisoners, during and
after serving time in jail. Workshops
were organized with the DPA and the
hiring companies, resulting in a target
operating model for labor and training
development. The recommendations
covered the type of jobs that can be
performed inside jails, the recruitment
process, and the qualification criteria. An
evaluation method was also defined for
inmates at the beginning, during, and
after completion of their development
program. They also detailed how the
jail staff should be organized and the
technology landscape needed for

In addition to the Ministry funds, the
initiative managed to raise €35m from
a major public fund dedicated to public
modernization, to fully support the
multi-year commitment that is radically
changing the role of prison in the
rehabilitation of detainees.
At the same time, businesses can
benefit from a more skilled and versatile
workforce and actively contribute to
the effectiveness of detainees’ release
preparation and recidivism prevention
programs.
These experimental jails enable a new
rehabilitation approach that aims to
entirely shift the perspective of how
prison labor can be capitalized, making
the time spent in detention useful.

“

[…] BearingPoint’s
contribution was decisive in
defining the project and in
the decision of the Minister of
Justice to validate it. […]

“

The M6 Foundation, part of the French
media holding company M6 Group, is
dedicated to enabling the rehabilitation
of detainees and preventing recidivism.
Their main work areas cover supporting
inmates returning to employment,
fighting against illiteracy and for more
access to education, and leveraging
culture as a vehicle for social integration.

Business outcomes

Albin Heuman, Director, Agency for
Community Service and Professional
Integration of people in conflict
with the law
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Wipak
gains control over its carbon footprint
using BearingPoint’s Emissions Calculator.
With BearingPoint’s Emissions Calculator
solution, Wipak took an important step
on its journey towards reducing its carbon
footprint to zero by 2025. The company is
now able to accurately calculate its carbon
emissions, gaining transparency across the
entire product life-cycle process.
About the client

“

[…] To support us on our
journey to become the most
sustainable flexible packaging
company, we were searching
for a professional and trusted
carbon accounting software
to calculate Corporate and
Product carbon Footprints.
BearingPoint’s Emissions
Calculator fulfills our needs. […]
Dorit Nelke-Bruhn, Manager
Sustainability Processes and Patents,
Wipak Group

“
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The Wipak Group develops and
manufactures sophisticated packaging
solutions for food products, as well as
for medical instruments and devices. As
part of the family-owned Wihuri Group,
a Finnish conglomerate that can trace its
origins back over 100 years, Wipak is a
leading European supplier of multilayer
films – especially high-barrier films. Wipak
runs 11 production plants in Europe and
Asia with almost 2,000 employees.
Business challenge
Packaging has a vital role in preserving
resources, limiting waste, and securing a
green future.
In its quest to become the world’s most
sustainable packaging company, Wipak is
engaging in various innovative actions in
line with the concepts of circular economy.
The company’s main goal is to reduce its
carbon footprint to zero within just five
years.
Consumer perception, and the demands of
corporate customers regarding sustainable

packaging, are also driving Wipak to seek
flexible and resource-efficient solutions. At
the same time, Wipak needed to ensure
accurate carbon footprint calculations
to comply with future sustainability
regulations and laws.
BearingPoint’s contribution
BearingPoint leveraged its Emissions
Calculator solution to help Wipak on
its journey towards eliminating carbon
emissions. Using a cradle-to-gate
approach, BearingPoint organized a
series of workshops to identify the client’s
key impacted areas and align on data
requirements. The team then analyzed
the processes and data availability for
material acquisition, freight transportation,
manufacturing sites, warehouses, and
support processes related to sales offices
and business travel. The information was
centralized in a data collection plan to feed
BearingPoint’s standard data templates,
before integrating the data into the
software solution.
This resulted in a corporate carbon
footprint (CCF) including scopes 1, 2,
and 3 according to the Greenhouse Gas
Protocol (GHG). Wipak also added the
product carbon footprint (PCF) module to
support sharing of carbon data with clients,
down to the product level. BearingPoint
supported the client to select the allocation
methods and applicable secondary data
sources, determining the climate impact

of every single product, from raw material
sourcing through to recycling or disposal.
Business outcomes
Wipak can now accurately calculate its
carbon emissions, gaining transparency
across the entire product life-cycle process
with a continuous carbon accounting
approach that allows them to track their
achievements towards decarbonization on
a daily level. Already from the validation
phase, the application assesses and
summarizes more than 1400 purchased
goods, 3500 semi-finished products, and
4700 finished products daily, based on a
big data approach.
BearingPoint’s Emissions Calculator also
enables the company to make data-driven
business decisions, based on centralized
information, and analytic tool-derived
insights. Having a comprehensive picture
of which region, business line, or product is
causing the highest emissions allows Wipak
to take informed actions towards meeting
its goal of reducing its carbon footprint to
zero by 2025.
Additionally, Wipak benefits from
continuous updates from leading
standards such as GHG protocol, ISO
14064, ISO 14067, or GLEC. This ensures
that the company is better prepared to
meet internal audit requirements, as well
as to comply with future sustainability
regulations and laws.
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Implenia
enters the digital age of building construction.

About the client
Implenia is the market leader in
construction and real estate services
in Switzerland. The company also has
significant building construction and civil
engineering projects in Germany, Austria,
France, Sweden, and Norway.
Business challenge
The construction industry is one of
the largest industries globally, but also
one that has been slower to adopt
digitalization. Many of the world’s
construction sites still rely on paperwork
and a two-dimensional approach.
Value chains are often highly fractured,
with many misaligned contributors.
Implenia, the largest construction
company in Switzerland, was operating
with a heterogeneous internal setup
that prevented it from reacting on time
to fast changing market demands.
Typical of the industry, they had a lack

of synergies across entities, causing
non-transparency and reduced steering
capabilities on several layers, including
financial, performance and people.
Implenia wanted to retire their legacy
systems and processes and become
digital in the context of growing market
trends like prefabrication and Building
Information Modeling (BIM).
BearingPoint’s contribution
BearingPoint and Implenia began a
joint program for the transformation.
The team conducted a series of firmwide
workshops across all regions where
Implenia operates. Through them, the
team carried out the harmonization
and standardization of more than 100
processes across internal areas like
finance, human resources, procurement
as well as core business processes. A
customized version of the industry
solution RiB iTWO and SAP S4/HANA
was selected and integrated to put these
changes into effect.
BearingPoint further played a pivotal role
in the platform integration, the business
change and communication and in
Implenia’s master data management
and data migration.

Business outcomes
By operating through a common,
streamlined core and harmonizing
processes across all entities, Implenia
has successfully laid the foundation for
entering the digital age of construction.
The company has paved the way for
potential innovations like automation,
data-driven reporting and IoT, etc.
With the new organizational alignment,
Implenia now has a more precise control
and governance over their value chain
and has secured its constant growth and
profitability.
The new processes have facilitated the
transformation that enables Implenia
to maintain its market-leading position.
By adopting digital initiatives, the
company has gained the flexibility that
allows it to strengthen collaboration
with business partners and develop new
business models. The transformation has
already been adopted in Switzerland,
with other countries where Implenia is
active soon to follow.

“

[…] BearingPoint has been
a very reliable, extremely
dedicated and capable
partner throughout the
INSPIRE transformation. […]

“

Implenia wanted to retire their legacy
systems and prepare for the future of
the construction industry. BearingPoint
supported Implenia to operate through
a common, streamlined core and
harmonized processes across all entities.

Stephan Burkart, CIO Implenia
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Deutscher
Sparkassenund Giroverband
takes payment to the next level by
leveraging new innovative products.
BearingPoint supported Deutscher
Sparkassen- und Giroverband (DSGV) to
define the functionalities of a Request-toPay (RtP) service that allows the corporate
and retail customers of the SparkassenFinanzgruppe to process payment
transactions more efficiently, faster, and
more securely. By implementing RtP and
other innovative products, SparkassenFinanzgruppe is enhancing its leading
position in payments for Germany and
Europe.
About the client
The Deutscher Sparkassen- und
Giroverband (German Savings Banks
Association) is the umbrella organization of
the Sparkassen-Finanzgruppe.

BearingPoint supported DSGV
to define the functionalities of
Request-to-Pay services that allow
customers to process payment
transactions more efficiently,
faster, and more securely.
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It is funded by the regional saving
banks associations together with the
Landesbanken, representing the interests
of the Sparkassen-Finanzgruppe on
banking policy, regulatory law, and other
banking industry issues on a national and
international level.

Business challenge

BearingPoint’s contribution

Deutscher Sparkassen- und Giroverband
(German Savings Banks Association,
DSGV) is a leading banking organization
in Germany, acting as a central association
that supports nearly 380 interconnected
savings banks and Landesbanken.
One of its main tasks is to enhance
the competitive position of the entire
Sparkassen-Finanzgruppe by implementing
innovative solutions such as Instant
Payments or Request-to-Pay (RtP).

BearingPoint leveraged its knowledge and
expertise in Instant Payments and Requestto-Pay (RtP) to help DSGV to specify how
the German savings institutions would set
up products, functionalities, and technical
implementation for a new RtP solution.

DSGV needed to define and develop
RtP functionalities to enable the
Sparkassen-Finanzgruppe to create and
offer cutting-edge products for payment
transactions. RtP allows an electronic
request for payment to be sent to the
payer. The request contains all essential
information electronically, including the
requested amount, the due date, the
payee credentials, and options for paying
the amount for presentation to the payer.
Early adoption of such a service would
ensure that corporate and retail banking
customers of Sparkassen-Finanzgruppe
benefit from the latest technology
innovation for payment collection.

BearingPoint together with the client
performed a public survey to collect the
expectations and requirements regarding
the new RtP functionalities from corporate
and private customers.
Business outcomes
DSGV gained a comprehensive picture
of everything that is required to develop
the new RtP features based on a clear
definition of functional requirements.
This also ensures that the client complies
with the European Payment Council SRTP
Scheme guidelines.
By offering innovative RtP features, DSGV
is enabled to strengthen its competitive
position, which will allow the customers of
Sparkassen-Finanzgruppe to process their
payment transactions in an efficient, fast,
and secure manner.
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A US-based clothing company with
global operations wanted to grow
its business while making big cuts to
its carbon footprint. As the client’s
competitors focus on eco-friendly
practices and sustainability is a decisive
factor in customer purchase decisions,
the company needed to collect
accurate data while complying with
existing green regulations and internal
goals. Their existing carbon footprint
calculation system was outdated,
fragmented, and mostly manually
operated. BearingPoint supported
the client by leveraging the Emissions
Calculator solution, which makes
millions of calculations in seconds and
ensures highly granular data, extracted

automatically to match existing
challenges. The team ran thorough
data screening that revealed unclean
master data, which was cleansed before
implementing the Emissions Calculator.
BearingPoint then created 100+
business rules for the ETL functionalities
of the tool to map reality. The new
solution covered emissions from all
international inbound and outbound
transportation, as well as warehousing.
Given the heterogeneous business
setup, a range of workshops ensured
local business specifics were reflected
accurately.

By utilizing the Emissions Calculator,
the clothing company is now properly
equipped to reduce its carbon footprint
by half. As comprehensive and detailed
results are available fast, directly based
on transactional data, the client always
has a clear picture of their emissions
in every region. This enhanced data
has boosted the transparency of
their logistics operations, which are
being harmonized in each region. The
company can now optimize its processes
and reach its goal to cut emissions while
expanding operations. The Emissions
Calculator has also enabled the client
to update products and grow customer
satisfaction.

Global healthcare company reinvents its IT
operating model to accelerate digital growth
A leading healthcare company realized
its complex and heterogenous digital
operating model prevented it from
scaling efficiently worldwide. Established
in 100+ countries, the company’s
pace of transformation required its IT
department to use more flexible and
consistent processes. BearingPoint
defined a comprehensive transformation
strategy, including a make-or-buy
policy, a target organization program, a
technological roadmap, and a threeyear performance plan. This strategy
involved streamlining and consolidating
all global operations while reorganizing
its IT landscape into three service areas:
application, infrastructure, and end-toend user support management. For each
area, a global strategic partner replaced
more than 100 legacy local providers.
BearingPoint assisted the client during
the entire sourcing for infrastructure and
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E2E user support management, leading
to an ambitious digital transformation
portfolio including automating
operations tasks, implementing new
digital channels and self-service
solutions, enacting massive cloud
migration, creating a digital workplace,
and leveraging AI and chatbots.
BearingPoint steered these initiatives
using an efficient and proactive project
management structure, supported with
business and IT change management
activities.
The new digital transformation strategy
enabled the client to operate at a global
scale with consistent and seamless
IT service response efficiency. The
client’s IT function is now a strategic
operation, having the technical and
cultural foundation to support business
growth and innovation. The company’s

IT organization was widely redesigned
predominantly around three strategic
sourcing partners by having shifted
resource service skills from delivery
to management. The IT staff have
improved the quality of services by
adopting more agile and flexible
approaches while implementing new
technologies related to automation,
a cloud-based hosting model, and
artificial intelligence. The client can now
better handle merger, acquisition, and
divestiture activities, and collaborations
with other biotech companies. The
company is now engaged in an
ambitious savings roadmap to reduce
operating costs over a multi-year digital
transformation effort to fuel future
digital investments.

Global insurance company ensures
regulations compliance for growth in China
In order to expand in China, a global
insurance company needed to comply
with complex local requirements and
global IFRS17 standards. Both the
client’s Chinese operation entities
had outdated IT systems and
unsynchronized accounting processes,
impeding efficient collaboration of their
financial teams. BearingPoint assisted
the company entirely remotely, using
experts in local offices to engage with
all client locations in China and Europe.
The team clarified all demands from the
client’s global and local entities, global
insurance regulations, and the Chinese
authorities. IT specifications, local legal
aspects, global insurance standards, and
accounting rules were blended into a

new SAP S4/HANA solution, which also
assimilated 50 local legal requirements.
The new system was then connected
to a large SAP data warehouse, hosting
all legal requirements for the Chinese
market. Specific data management
tools were developed to process the
vast volume of daily accounting data
automatically.
The team assisted the client to prepare
localized document templates for data
imported into the SAP system, creating
a User Manual for ongoing reference.
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Global clothing company cuts carbon
emissions while expanding business

The client is positioned for growth
in China, ensuring compliance with
IFRS17 standards, and all local and
global insurance regulations. With
an integrated finance system and
an adapted operational model, the
company’s life-insurance entity can
operate independently in China and
facilitate business development. The
centrally managed new SAP solution
reduces both maintenance effort and
associated costs. Data-checking tasks
are automated, improving efficiency
and productivity. The solution sets a
foundation for the client to enhance
other digital service areas, such as
customer relationship management and
customer journeys.

Global industrial manufacturer positions for
challenges of Industry 4.0
A world-leading specialist manufacturer,
offering a complete spectrum of
automation and digitization services,
needed to meet Industry 4.0 demands
effectively. With 20+ established
operations worldwide, the company
wanted to harmonize all functions,
processes, and IT systems globally.
BearingPoint supported the client
within a large-scale efficiency program
to harmonize and optimize 465 endto-end business processes across the
organization, including: product and
service development, customer-specific
solution engineering, and customer
service. This program led to three
implementation initiatives: a central
customer management, a central ERP

solution, and a common HR system.
The business process organization
was defined and set up for sustainable
process governance, establishing data
ownership and governance to leverage
data as a corporate asset. BearingPoint
also helped to implement SAP
S/4HANA, Salesforce, PLM TeamCenter,
Enterprise Content Management
(ECM), ePurchasing, and the warehouse
management system.
With its business processes and
IT systems now harmonized and
optimized globally, the client can
develop competitive Industry 4.0-driven
service offerings. The company delivers
efficiently in complex environments

by gaining real-time visibility across
project timelines. Any challenge can
be addressed quickly based on a
single point-of-truth for all data, such
as modified customer requirements,
supplier and product issues, and
process dependencies. With improved
data quality and accuracy, flexible
adjustments to customer-centric
organization reporting requirements
are enabled. The updated IT system
allows for the rapid integration of new
acquisitions, which supports the client’s
growth strategy by reducing the cost of
maintaining fewer peripheral systems
and interfaces.
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IDC
IDC MarketScape: EMEA Business Consulting Services 2020
BearingPoint has been recognized as a Leader in the IDC
MarketScape: EMEA Business Consulting Services 2020 Vendor
Assessment.
IDC MarketScape: EMEA Business Consulting Services 2020
Vendor Assessment. Bjoern Stengel, Gard Little, May 2020, Doc
# US45630620.

Gartner

The Forrester Wave™: Customer Experience Strategy
Consulting Practices, Q4 2020

Gartner Magic Quadrant for CRM and Customer
Experience Implementation Services

BearingPoint has been recognized as a Strong Performer
and received highest scores possible in:

BearingPoint has been recognized as a Visionary in the
Gartner report, Magic Quadrant for CRM and Customer
Experience Implementation Services.

CX Development Roadmap: Our CX practice develops
detailed roadmaps grounded in prioritization frameworks
built around financial analyses of specific problematic
customer journeys.
Employee CX Training: Our CX practice has a formal
CX training academy that provides our clients with a
comprehensive training course covering a wide variety of
CX topics.
Delivery Consistency: Our CX practice has strong
methodologies and frameworks for our different CX
strategy engagement types, and continuously trains all
consulting staff on its fundamentals and best practices.
Assigned to projects are dedicated quality assurance (QA)
staff who review deliverables and provide feedback on
their improvement before they are delivered to clients.
Additionally, these QA teams capture best practices
and circulate them among the consultant workforce to
continuously improve the quality of deliverables.
The Forrester Wave™: Customer Experience Strategy
Consulting Practices, Q4 2020. TJ Keitt with Harley
Manning, Ted Schadler, Nigel Fenwick, Angelina Gennis,
Judy Weader, Ben Salamin, Shayna Neuburg. December 2,
2020. Doc # RES156096.
The Forrester Wave™: Specialized Insights Service
Providers, Q2 2020
BearingPoint was among the select companies that
Forrester invited to participate in its report: The Forrester
Wave™: Specialized Insights Services Providers, Q2 2020. In
this evaluation, BearingPoint was cited as a Contender with
the highest scores possible in the Customer Co-Innovation,
Project Management and Academic or Public Sector
Collaboration criteria.
The Forrester Wave™: Specialized Insights Service
Providers, Q2 2020. Jennifer Belissent, PhD with Gene
Leganza, Jeremy Vale, Daniel Weber. June 8, 2020.
Doc # RES157276
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Analysts’
recognition

Forrester

BearingPoint was also ranked in three use cases in the April
2020 Gartner Critical Capabilities for CRM and Customer
Experience Implementation Services, Worldwide: CRM
Technology Implementation Use Case, Complex Customer
Experience Implementation Use Case, and Customer
Strategy Consulting Use Case.
Gartner Magic Quadrant for CRM and Customer Experience
Implementation Services 2020. Brett Sparks, Patrick
Sullivan, Gilbert van der Heiden, Jim Longwood, April 7,
2020, Doc # G00386413.
Gartner Magic Quadrant for SAP S/4HANA Application
Services, Worldwide
BearingPoint has been recognized as a Niche Player in
the report, Magic Quadrant for SAP S/4HANA Application
Services, Worldwide. BearingPoint was also ranked in three
use cases in the May 2020 Critical Capabilities for SAP
S/4HANA Application Services, Worldwide:
•

Assessment and Planning Services

•

Implementation Services

•

Management Services

Gartner Magic Quadrant for SAP S/4HANA Application
Services, Worldwide. Fabio Di Capua, Susan Tan, Allan
Wilkins, Jaideep Thyagarajan, April 30, 2020, Doc #
G00407891

Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research
publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the
highest ratings or other designation. Gartner research publications consist of the opinions
of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact.
Gartner disclaims all warranties, express or implied, with respect to this research, including
any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
The Gartner content described herein (the “Gartner Content”) represent(s) research
opinion or viewpoints published, as part of a syndicated subscription service, by Gartner,
Inc. (“Gartner”), and are not representations of fact. Gartner Content speaks as of its
original publication date (and not as of the date of this [type of filing]), and the opinions
expressed in the Gartner Content are subject to change without notice.
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Strategy
and outlook
The world is working differently, bringing new
opportunities by leveraging cloud, IP, assets,
and ecosystems.
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Focus on execution.
Throughout the crisis, we have continued
to operate in line with our Strategy 2025,
which defines how we will succeed in a
fast-changing world. The priorities are
linked to innovation and differentiation
around IP, built on unique strengths, and
driven by three inspiring ambitions: one,
put people at the center - our ‘how and
why’ of everything; two, outperform the
market every year; and finally, be in the
top three wherever we play.
In fact, our defined strategy enabled
us to respond effectively to rapidly
changing circumstances. Digitalization
and new ways of working have been
dramatically accelerated and 2020
reinforced our belief that we have the
right platform for the future.
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Strategy
2025
Fundamentally, we are successful when
we create value for our clients. Our
proposition is centered on innovation
around IP and assets, together
with management and technology
capabilities. We will continue to build
on our Key Focus Areas, which are firmly
established and achieving success. And
in addition, we are actively exploring
opportunities for organic and inorganic
investment to further accelerate our
plans.
Recruitment and retention are
fundamental to our ambitious plans.
We need great people. And we champion
diversity and inclusivity. It’s the right
thing to do, but it also brings different
thinking, new ideas, and better outcomes
for clients. We will be accelerating
collaborative working across our
ecosystems, to ensure we maximize our
expertise and ideas.
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Covid-19 affected everyone, and every
market around the world. However, the
fall in investment levels was nothing
like the credit crisis. Broadly speaking,
market performance followed country
performance and GDP. China has
recovered quickly, and is already back on
track. Whereas for Europe and the USA,
the return to ‘business as usual’ is a longer
haul.
Certain segments were more impacted
than others. For example, retail,
manufacturing, and automotive were
badly hit. Whereas telcos, utilities and
public services remained strong. However,
overall, markets rebounded quickly from
the initial shock. As a firm, our resilience
in 2020 was founded on a well-balanced
portfolio across services and segments,
together with broad regional coverage.
The recovery in market activity has
been driven by the urgency for digital
transformation – with an increase
in demand across the board. Larger
companies realized that they had to
be bolder and more ambitious, and
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accelerated their transformation. While
the mid-sized businesses, previously
cautious in their approach to digitalization,
now realized that they had to embrace the
opportunity.

Our platform: our ecosystems.
Among the mega trends, cloud adoption
and data are pre-eminent. Not only does
this provide the capability to accelerate
projects and businesses, it also unlocks
a world of new insights, possibility, and
competitive advantage – crucial in a
volatile environment. How we adopt and
maximize the potential of the cloud for
our clients will be important in the future.
We already benefit from strong
partnerships in this space. For example
with Microsoft, SAP and Salesforce, and
also new vendors from across the tech
spectrum. Through these relationships,
we are part of the ecosystems that are
already fundamental to businesses,
and which are bringing potentially
game-changing opportunities for the
consultancy industry.
Success comes from our ability to build
on the global platforms – leveraging our
market insight and technology to create

IP and assets that fulfil specific needs
in the market. ETM.next revolutionizes
asset management for construction and
other segments. Developed on the SAP
industry cloud, it is an excellent example
of the strategy in action. Innovation
management is therefore a priority; and
we have a unique approach that enables
us to generate and fast-track good ideas.
It is driven by our people. BearingPoint
firm-wide communities, drawn from
different geographies, segments, and
specialisms work together, sharing
knowledge and solving problems. In
effect, we have thousands of innovators,
empowered and enabled in structured
process – developing solutions at the full
scale of BearingPoint.
Addressing the challenge of sustainability
has become another hugely significant
trend – a C-Level priority in every market,
industry and segment. It is something that
we have been deeply committed to for a
number of years, both internally and as a
solution provider to our clients. And we are
harnessing our experience to accelerate
clients’ sustainability programs. So much
so, that it is fast becoming a valuable
service offering in its own right.

Our business is built for
innovation, and our people
are ready for change.
Kiumars Hamidian, Managing Partner

Consultancy and services:
creating value together.

Investment and relevant capabilities are
concentrated in our five Key Focus Areas
(KFAs) – automotive operations, new
In 2020, everything around technology
banking, unified commerce, digital twin,
and ecosystems was positive. The market
and next generation public services. This is
was open for end-to-end solutions, whereas part of our long-term strategy to build on
the environment for traditional consulting
our strengths to create real differentiation.
was more challenging. Within our service
Already, the KFAs are gaining traction, and
lines, we have been successful by meeting
directly contributed about 10% of bookings
changing needs for smaller scale projects,
in 2020.
implemented with maximum flexibility,
One firm across the globe.
speed, and efficiency.
Consulting and Business Services are
the twin engines of BearingPoint. Our
consulting expertise provides knowledge
and understanding of organizations, their
value chains, and their needs. Mapping this
with our digital capabilities, we are able
to create valuable solutions. For example:
our Emissions Calculator – accelerating
sustainability; and Nitro – AI-driven
SaaS enabling streamlined distribution,
minimizing waste and optimizing revenues.
These solutions are easily adaptable and
scalable for different segments. And as
repeating services, they develop into longterm client opportunities, opening the door
for more of our core competencies.

Scale and critical mass are important to
our ambitions. But unlike the very biggest
firms, we are – and operate as – one
global partnership. This means that we
can communicate and act with speed and
flexibility to provide seamless solutions for
our clients in every market and country we
operate in.
As we are growing our presence in the USA
and Asia, our trusted relationships with our
global alliance partners help us to scale
and leverage capabilities. It is a dynamic
ecosystem of long-term partners that
enables us to serve every marketplace in
the world, wherever our deep expertise is
needed.

“

We adapted quickly
to changing market
needs: agile projects,
proven solutions, faster
implementation cycles.
Matthias Loebich, Global
Leader, Markets and Networks
We have been developing
New Ways of Working for
four years. So when the
whole world had to switch
to remote, we were already
there.
Damien Palacci, Global Leader,
Consulting Portfolio
We build value for our clients,
with IP, assets and services
that meet specific needs within
business ecosystems.

“

A balanced portfolio that
protected our business.

“

“

and outlook.
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Market
conditions

Donald Wachs, Global Leader,
Business Services
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Portfolio
and reach
Focused on creating true value, through
world-leading expertise in consulting, tech,
and business services.
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BearingPoint is organized into three business units:
Consulting – with core capabilities in specific market
segments and service lines; Business Services – creating
innovative IP-driven services; and Software Solutions –
offering stand-alone, market-leading software.
We share a unifying goal of value creation, and five
Key Focus Areas for investment and growth. Our
collaborative way of working enables us to leverage
opportunities, innovation and expertize across the firm.

Ser
vi

Consulting

People &
Strategy

Customer
& Growth

Finance
& Risk

Operations
Key Focus Areas:
Automotive Operations /
Banking Efficiency / Digital
Twin / NextGen Public Sector /
Unified Commerce

Market Segments
• Automotive
•	Banking &
Capital Markets
•	Chemicals,
Life Sciences
& Resources
•	Communications,
Media &
Entertainment

Software
Solutions

•	Consumer Goods
& Retail

•	Industrial
Equipment
& Manufacturing
• Insurance
•	Utilities, Postal
& Transportation

IP Services

• Infonova Digital Business Platform

• HR People Development Cloud

• Enterprise Ecosystem Platform
• Infonova SaaS BSS

Software
Solutions
Business
Services

Technology

•	Government &
Public Sector

Beyond
• SMEs Digital Marketplace

ce
Po
rtf
ol
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Business
portfolio

• Compliance Services FOSS & SAM
• HyperCube / Nitro / Optix
• Emissions Calculator (LogEC)
•	Coding Platform / Application Services /
Security Services
• Sales / SAP / Coupa AMS Services
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European
roots
Global reach.

We have the infrastructure and flexibility
to accommodate our clients’ needs, and
enable the right solutions throughout
their growth journey, regardless of their
location. We shape the appropriate
market-access strategy, develop the
ideal organizational setup, and define
the necessary processes, as well as the
right IT landscape for success in specific
territories, and on a global basis. And we
continue working with clients, helping
them to optimize their business in each
market.
China and the USA represent the
most important global markets for our
European clients looking to develop and
expand. We are continuing to build and
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grow our presence and capabilities in
those territories to ensure that we have
the critical mass necessary for success.
In this context, we recently expanded
our Chicago office and established a
new CIO advisory practice for the USA.
Everywhere we operate we aim to have
the critical mass required to perform
at scale, and to deliver the innovative
services and IP our clients need.
To complement the BearingPoint
worldwide office network, and to
bring our clients even closer to new
and emerging opportunities, we have
built a strong and trusted global
alliance network. In particular, we
have developed successful strategic
partnerships with ABeam Consulting,
gA – a Globant Division, and West
Monroe Partners. As well as outstanding
consulting and technology expertise, we
share an ambitious vision of innovation
and transformation for all our clients in
a fast-changing world.

In the new reality, digital technologies
and new ways of working mean that
effective collaboration is possible
virtually everywhere. It’s never been
easier to share knowledge and skills
around the world. We fully embrace
these possibilities and set the right
infrastructure and partner ecosystem
into action to deliver as efficient as
possible for our clients wherever they
need us.

“

Expanding our US and
China practices is one of
the important pillars of our
Strategy 2025, as these are
two core markets for our
clients outside of Europe.

“

We are an independent management
and technology consultancy with
European roots and a global reach. Our
vision is to help European companies
to become global leaders. Wherever
our clients operate, we aim to be there
alongside them, immersed in their
ecosystems and supporting them with
world-leading expertise.

Kiumars Hamidian,
Managing Partner
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network

ABeam’s perspective
In 2020, Covid-19 impacted our business
in every country. However, we continued
to start new projects, made progress with
activity across national borders even
amid travel restrictions, and managed
to lead numerous projects to completion
while transitioning to remote work
environments.
As Covid-19 continues to create
uncertainties, transformation is becoming
increasingly important for businesses and
enterprises. Across our region, business
leaders and managers are unanimous in
acknowledging the crucial importance
of making change happen in 2021. Our
clients are seeking to accelerate activities
that define new value for a future vision of
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industry and society; particularly as valuechain reconstruction, driven by DX/CX and
sustainability, is developing at increasing
pace.
All of which is bringing new opportunities
for the consulting industry in the region.
And we anticipate increasing expectations
of ABeam as a partner in jointly advancing
transformation.
Our close global network will help us to
offer the right solutions for people and
business in a new economic paradigm. We
look forward to continued collaboration
with BearingPoint – wherever our clients
want us to work together.
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Global
alliance

gA’s perspective

West Monroe’s perspective

2020 was a historic year for gA. After
more than 28 years at the forefront of the
enterprise applications services industry,
we were acquired by Globant (NYSE:GLOB),
a digitally native technology services
company.

Few could have envisioned what
materialized in 2020. As we do for clients,
we strive to run an agile and resilient
business, and that paid off. We quickly
pivoted our offerings, investments, and
operations to maintain continuity and help
clients not only weather the pandemic, but
emerge stronger.

This strategic partnership with gA
reinforces Globant’s leadership in digital
and cognitive transformation, while
broadening its expertise in life science,
CPG, manufacturing, and logistics, and
deepening its capability to deliver cloud
journey and enterprise application services.
Throughout the world, Covid-19 has
demonstrated the vulnerabilities faced by
value chain organizations. Alongside our
global alliance partners, we have a unique
opportunity to play a key role in the end-toend digital integration of companies.
We expect trends toward cloud migration
to continue their exponential growth, and
we will partner with our clients to journey
to ERP Cloud as a unique enabler of
innovation; and use MAIDA, our intelligent
application management services tool, to
advance traditional services. Furthermore,
as data and analytics remain essential for
businesses, our accelerator and AI decision
platform, Navigate, will help our clients to
rapidly streamline decision-making, while
advancing their digital transformation.

Our multidisciplinary approach and focus
on value creation have shown vital to
success – so these remained focal points
for our moves during 2020. Our offerings
proved their relevance, helping clients
accelerate digital customer connections
and work remotely. For example, we
readied 20+ banks to accept CARES Act
loan applications in days. We also made
proactive investments in capabilities that
provide tangible value propositions for
clients post-Covid-19 – acquiring renowned
data science firm Two Six Capital and IT
strategy and strategic sourcing experts
Pace Harmon, and expanding our human
capital and corporate transformation
practices.
At the same time, we took our industry’s
diversity issues head-on as stark racial
injustice issues came to the fore across the
country. We know the value we create for
clients is greatest when employees feel
fulfilled and supported, so we increased
our investment in inclusion and diversity
initiatives.
As a result of these moves, our track
record of revenue growth remained intact
– increasing 6% while the US consulting
market contracted by 15%. The past year
may have been an extreme, but we’re
ready for what’s ahead. With confidence in
the work that has gone into our strategy,
we project 32% growth in 2021, to $456
million, with nearly 1,400 consultants.
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BearingPoint

ABeam Consulting

West Monroe Partners
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Worldwide presence
gA – a Globant Division

We support clients with world-leading
expertize wherever they operate, through 41
BearingPoint offices in 23 different countries,
and also via our global alliance network.
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People in
the center
Health and wellbeing, new ways of working,
diversity, learning and growth – people at the
heart of everything.
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Our KPIs.
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1 week

5.1/6

Time taken to move the business
100% remote

In our People Survey, our response to Covid-19
scored the highest of all the dimensions.

903

38%

New hires in 2020

Female new hires

1

4.8/6

Diversity Council with 20 country
representatives

Average belonging score – our main indicator
for all our diversity and inclusion activities

82

700+

Nationalities of BearingPoint
people

Live virtual training courses in
2020
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Our
people

We are a people-first business, so it is important that we set clear objectives
around key issues such as wellbeing, inclusion, and development. And that
we measure the impact of what we do.
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People
It’s a difference thing.
People are the driving force of BearingPoint: our
purpose, the way we do things and how we are
different.
In 2020, our HR focus was on managing the pandemic,
while still moving towards the firm’s 2025 goals. We
addressed the challenges in a three-step approach: protect,
adapt and accelerate. Our first priority was to ensure the
safety of every employee, and within just one week we
moved the whole company towards remote working and
enabled every BearingPoint employee to work from home.
Throughout Covid-19, we placed particular emphasis on
mental health and togetherness, and many of our people
volunteered and engaged with this outside of their usual
business role. Initiatives included informal online sessions
to help people to talk about their situation and feelings,
resilience workshops, and organized sports and training
sessions. We also developed programs to ensure flexible
working arrangements around parenting, parental care,
and other individual needs.

Within just one week
we moved the whole
company towards remote
working and enabled every
BearingPoint employee to
work from home.

In our annual People Survey, our response to Covid-19
scored the highest of all the dimensions. As a business,
we were already fully invested in flexible, digital ways of
working. But the crisis made it real, and also highlighted
changing needs and new opportunities. Together with our
people we developed a roadmap for the ‘new reality’.
Ultimately it’s all about embracing different possibilities,
supporting people with the right skills and resources, and
creating an environment where everyone feels that they
can succeed.
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New ways of working
and business
Bringing
us closer, wherever we are.
performance

“

Maionseque siminis post
alit everis acearum imus
unti veni te nihiciis ad
unt dolorectium aut re
iur soluptatet optuste
mporumqui voluptae doluptiore, con re remquos
int, ut ea doloria dentum
vere vendae doluptur,
eum dolo moles accatur
ad maximost, cusandis
nem et quam
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”

In our vision, the new reality means much more than remote working. It’s a chance to
do things differently and better. We have already created a dynamic, collaborative, and
agile way of working, designed to enable people to work more closely together, regardless
of their location or business specialism. These are our expert ecosystems – creating,
innovating, and developing solutions.
It’s cultural as well as digital. We believe in the
concept of collaboration. But we also have the
systems in place to enable it. For example, our
innovation hub ‘HI’ is a dedicated space to incubate
and nurture ideas, with over 100 assets in play
at any given moment. Everyone has visibility,

and anyone can get involved. But everything is
managed through a full-budget, measurement and
governance process. And with our ‘Who can help?’
Teams channel, people can access the expertise
and resources of everyone in the business, for any
challenge, at any time.
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Learning and
development
It’s good for everyone.
Developing and supporting our people in
their career progression is a vital aspect
of our people-centered strategy. It goes
hand-in-hand with business growth. And
it’s all brought together in our People
Development Framework.
Before the lockdown in 2020, we were
able to hold the BE.School program for
200 new joiners, providing them with core
consulting skills and introducing them to
the firm’s ways of working, as well as the
opportunity to network with colleagues
across the firm. We also offered the Yale
Leadership Program for 45 of our Senior
Managers where topics included firm
strategy, leadership, developing talent, and
innovation.
During the pandemic, we moved our
courses online. And we were able to
continue upskilling our people on a
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consistent, firm-wide level. The crisis
also highlighted the need for additional
training, such as ‘leading remotely’ and
‘wellbeing management’. In 2020, our
people accessed over 700 live virtual
training courses focused on developing skills
key to our business strategy. This was in
addition to a broad and diverse catalogue
of e-learning courses from top content
providers, and the feedback has been very
positive. Going forward, our vision is for a
blended program – combining the flexibility
and accessibility of remote learning with
‘traditional’ face-to-face training.
We are also piloting an exciting new
performance development platform,
with the potential to provide even more
meaningful coaching and development
possibilities across the firm.
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Diversity
and inclusion
We’re all in.
Diversity and inclusion matters to
BearingPoint. Our ambition is for
everyone to feel that they belong
in our firm. We are making positive
progress in this regard, but we aim
to do more, and go further. We have
a governance structure for diversity,
inclusion, variety, and equality (DIVE),
with country leaders and board-level
sponsorship, to ensure that this priority
is continuously addressed throughout
the business.
As an important external signal, we
are signatories of leading diversity
initiatives, such as Charta der Vielfalt
and the UN Global Compact.

Our continual ‘affinity initiatives’,
driven by our people, help us to
understand blind spots, address issues,
and develop positive conversations.
Currently, we have three active
groups on a firm-wide level: Women@
BearingPoint, Ability@BearingPoint,
and Proud@BearingPoint. Through
our DIVE Blogpost Series on LinkedIn,
we regularly publish ideas on how we
can promote diversity and inclusion.
And we have a program of specialist
training and events, covering topics
such as unconscious bias, our Code of
Business Ethics, and cultural diversity.

Many of our people choose to
challenge inequality, e.g. by
making their individual pledge on
International Women’s Day.

“

A challenging 2020 gave us new opportunities to prove that our
diversity and inclusion initiatives offer real substance to our peoplecentric approach – by promoting virtual exchange among our people
during lockdown and contributing to our action on (mental) health.

“

Stephan Weber, Partner and Chief People Officer
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The world
around us
Taking the initiative on sustainability,
committing our time and resources to support
others, and challenging ourselves to do more.
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8

30

Offices powered 100%
by renewables

Sustainability Agents promoting
sustainability in our offices

2,661t

200

Travel emissions (firm-wide) caused and
compensated (a reduction of 62% due to
Covid-19 effects)

Trees planted with Treedom
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Planet

We have an opportunity as well as a responsibility to make a
difference on sustainability. We have moved forward in 2020,
but there’s still a way to go.

The pandemic has shown how quickly life can change - and how
much we depend on each other. We are committed to society and our
communities, giving back through dedicated time and investment.

20
Donation campaigns among
BearingPoint people

Society
68

10
Schools in South Africa provided with
access to water

700
Meals shared for the World Food
Program via Share the Meal

4
Weeks of activities for the benefit
of people affected by Covid-19 in
our #Help19 campaign
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A sustainable
future
We can do this.

BearingPoint is committed to the idea of stewardship and purpose. We recognize that
people and organizations need to change in order to realize the vision of a carbon-free
future. Innovative thinking and action is required, and as a business, it’s in our nature.

That’s why 2020 launched our ‘Decade
of Purpose’, alongside our pillars of
engagement: people, planet and society.
And while Covid-19 disrupted some
of our plans, we are committed to the
journey, together with a dedicated team
of leaders and volunteers.
Diversity, inclusion and belonging have
become more important than ever
during Covid-19: bringing people closer,
understanding how each of us has been
affected differently, and creating spaces
for informal exchange and remote gettogethers has been a huge contribution
– by our people, for our people. With our
Ability@BearingPoint community, we
created an intranet space for sessions,
offers, and everything around promoting
self-awareness, health, and mental
health. We conducted wellbeing surveys,
to understand our people’s needs during
the first months of Covid-19. In ‘We talk’
sessions, colleagues shared their personal
stories and discussed topics such as
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anxiety, Black Lives Matter, and disability,
bringing important issues to the surface,
and adding significantly to our culture
of trust and reflection while we were
physically separated from each other.
Across every area of operations and
the wider ecosystem, we are working
hard to reduce our impact on the
planet. We have a strong tradition of
continually assessing our travel-related
CO2 footprint. We compensate for our
emissions with investment in a REDD++
project in Brazil. But at the same time,
we know that compensation alone is
certainly not enough to address CO2
emissions. Covid-19 has proven that
remote collaboration is possible and
effective, and this will be reflected in
the amount of travel we undertake in
the long-term. We are also working on
tracking and reducing our IT and office
emissions. And through our procurement
process, we are factoring-in sustainability
when considering suppliers.
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“

Covid-19 showed the whole world
that access to clean water and
hygiene is fundamental for a healthy
life. By collaborating, we can ensure
that ten schools in the Eastern Cape
region in South Africa will get access
to clean water – which will benefit the
community as a whole!
Ajay Paul, Project Lead, Viva con Agua
South Africa

”
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Beyond that, as a consulting firm we are
aware that the biggest impact we can
make is in supporting clients on their
journey to sustainability. Through our
consultancy, business services, IP, and
assets we are enabling our clients to deal
with climate-related, environmental, and
social challenges, and helping them to
realize the full potential and benefits
of sustainability in their core business.
For example, our specialist strategy
and innovation agency, YouMeO by
BearingPoint, is working with a global
leader in the automotive industry to cocreate their roadmap for sustainability.
Our Emissions Calculator, a BearingPoint
IP, is another core capability: by gathering
accurate emissions data, we enable our
clients to understand their footprint,
define measures, and track progress on
emission reduction. And Purpose Strategy,
Sustainable Finance, and Sustainable
Supply Chain Assessments are all
increasingly present in client projects.
Our idea of corporate citizenship requires
us to be aware of needs in wider society,
outside of our day-to-day business.
Through ‘We enable help(ers)!’, we aim

to deliver pro bono support to nonprofits. While the pandemic limited
our opportunities, many of our people
engaged with this project during 2020
– from holding workshops within the
Social Academy, to helping a Romanian
non-profit to implement Salesforce. ‘We
reach out to people’ enables each of
us to get hands-on involvement with
activities in our local neighborhoods. And
with #Help19, we organized four weeks
of caring during spring 2020 to support
those who were most affected in the initial
phase of the pandemic. Actions included
writing letters to isolated elderly people
in care homes, giving blood, and cooperating with UNICEF for their Covid-19
emergency help. The weeks culminated in
a mass charity run, where 200 colleagues
ran for over 2,500 kilometers – raising
€8,000 in aid of more than 20 nonprofits. Following our #10DaysOfCaring
initiative in 2019, we continued the idea
of a firm-wide campaign in 2020 with
#10WeeksOfChallenge in partnership
with Viva con Agua, raising money for
their ‘South Africa W.I.N.S’ project, which
provides clean water and hygiene to 10
schools in South Africa’s Eastern Cape.
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Looking
ahead
Our ‘Decade of Purpose’ is also about the work we’re doing in the background to unify
our purpose, and bring our CSR activities ever-closer to our core business operations.

This journey will be iterative and
interactive, and we will involve diverse
stakeholders in order to challenge our
ideas and actions. To ensure continuous
progress, we have set up a Purpose
SteerCo with firm-wide leaders, and
they have already agreed on three key
priorities for 2021 and beyond:
Female Acceleration
> to ensure that we formulate an
ambitious gender plan, and ensure that
we deliver. We have already identified
room for more flexible working – with
the potential to benefit everyone.
CO2 Emission Target
> to ensure that we commit to reducing
the BearingPoint carbon footprint, in
line with the Science-Based Targets
initiative (SBTi).
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Here, data is key. We are using our
Emissions Calculator to apply the logic
of data collection, analysis and tracking
to our own operations. For travel, IT and
office operations, we will determine our
emissions target and lay out a pathway
towards achieving the necessary
reduction.
Sustainable and Inclusive Consulting
by Design
> to ensure that we not only promote
sustainability as an offering, but deliver
every project with more sustainability
and inclusivity.
While we will further expand our
sustainability consulting offerings and
expand up-skilling and expert exchange,
sustainability and inclusion will become
default elements within every project.
The idea is that these become topics
with our clients regardless of the project
content.
While focusing on these three key issues,
we will continue our pro bono support.
We will enable our people to invest their
time, skills and expertise for the benefit
of non-profits and their people.

“

Sustainability and
inclusion must be at the
core of everything we
do. With our enthusiasm
and an agile approach,
we can and will ensure it.
Axelle Paquer, Partner
and MC Sponsor CSR &
Diversity

We are determined to
engage further in pro
bono projects – and
beyond that, we will,
together with partners
from the non-profit
sector and private
businesses, aim to
be ambassadors for
the idea of pro bono.

“

In 2021 we are participating in the UN
Global Compact SDG Ambition Program.
This will help us to challenge what we’re
currently doing, and to determine a
purpose vision, define our key impact
areas in relation to the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG), and specify
ambitious targets for 2025 and 2030.
And this will serve as a foundation for all
our future actions.

Markus Laqua, Partner
and firm-wide Sponsor
CSR
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About BearingPoint
BearingPoint is an independent management and technology consultancy with European
roots and a global reach. The company operates in three business units: The first unit
covers the advisory business with a clear focus on five key areas to drive growth across
all regions. The second unit provides IP-driven managed services beyond SaaS and
offers business critical services to its clients supporting their business success. The third
unit provides the software for successful digital transformation. It is also designed to
explore innovative business models with clients and partners by driving the financing and
development of start-ups and leveraging ecosystems.
BearingPoint’s clients include many of the world’s leading companies and organizations.
The firm has a global consulting network with more than 10,000 people and supports
clients in over 75 countries, engaging with them to achieve measurable and sustainable
success.
For more information, please visit:
bearingpoint.com
linkedin.com/company/bearingpoint
twitter.com/bearingpoint
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